Abstract: This essay argues that there are several positive aspects of Socratic ignorance which have received insufficient scholarly attention: that Socrates' claim not to have knowledge of the 'highest things' raises the possibility that there is a body of truth to be discovered along these lines; that this possibility invigorates Socrates with a sense of wonder; and that several specific moral requirements can be generated from wonder and the knowledge of one's ignorance.
Introduction

2
Philosophy is perhaps the only discipline where the profession of one's ignorance can signal progress and enlightenment, rather than failure and distress. The natural and social sciences are hardly unfamiliar with ignorance, but here it is usually the case that ignorance is simply a void, the absence of knowledge, and thus no more than a temporary placeholder for future discovery and understanding. The nineteenth-century mathematician Robert Leslie Ellis well-expressed the scientific attitude toward ignorance with the declaration, 'Mere ignorance is no ground for any inference whatsoever. Ex nihilo nihil '. 3 With philosophy, on the other hand, very often is ignorance treated, not as the antithesis to knowledge, but rather, like knowledge, as a fertile foundation for action, argument, and ethical direction. Descartes' discovery of certainty in the doubting ego, the foundational moment of modern subjectivism and the experimental method, is an example of this productive relationship to ignorance. When reflecting on the origins of his philosophical acumen, Descartes surmised, 'It must have been by confessing my ignorance more freely than is usually the case among those who have studied a little, and possibly also by presenting my reasons for doubting many things that others deemed certain'.
4
The philosophical approach to ignorance is also evident in political philosophy, where the democratic deference to majorities and fair procedures had to overcome the certainty of the single individual as the ultimate source of legitimacy. Hobbes, who urged this transition from subjective to systemic rationality, invoked the ever-present possibility of an individual's ignorance as a I asked myself, on behalf of the oracle, whether I should prefer to be as I am, neither wise about wisdom [sophos ten sophian] nor ignorant about ignorance [amathes ten amathian] or to be like them in both of these. The answer I gave myself and the oracle was that it was profitable to me to be as I am.
12
The phrasing, though strange, is essential to understanding Socrates' conception of his ignorance as a positive entity with a value beyond the mere negation of knowledge. One can be wise about wisdom, in the sense of possessing knowledge and having an understanding of 'many fine things'; but one can also be wise about ignorance. Socrates identifies himself with the latter, yet does little in the Apology to elaborate what this means. 
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For personal use only --not for reproduction about ignorance. 13 Here Vlastos' influential distinction between two levels of knowledge -absolute certainty (which is disavowed by Socrates' profession of ignorance) and a more limited standard of 'that which survives the elenchus' and is thus capable of being presented as a coherent account (which is in fact affirmed by Socratic ignorance) -is most noteworthy. It is true that this distinction does, in a sense, imply a positive representation of Socrates' profession of ignorance since the devaluation of knowledge as certainty elevates a proto-Popperian dialogic criterion for rejecting non-knowledge. What can survive elenchic investigation is not true in the absolute sense of term, but what cannot maintain itself in the face of public dialectic is definitely false. Moreover, the preconditions of participating in a conversation dedicated to finding truth in this dialectical fashion could themselves be said to dictate a certain type of conversational ethics -a point that was made a generation ago by Arendt in relation to Socrates, that continues to be explored by Socrates scholars today, and that finds profound theoretical elaboration in the work of theorists of public reason such as Rawls and Habermas.
14 The profession of ignorance regarding absolute knowledge would thus be inseparable from an affirmation of the intersubjective dialectical search for truth and the individual ethics upon which this search depends.
But this positive reconstruction of Socrates' profession of ignorance suggested by Vlastos' distinction between two kinds of knowledge is by no means complete for it does not fully attend to the significance of Socrates' claim to be knowledgeable about ignorance as an object in its own right. To the question -what does Socrates know as a result of his knowledge of ignorance? -Vlastos' response, in effect, is that Socrates gains from his profession of ignorance an understanding that one cannot have certain knowledge about the highest things and must therefore pursue truth in such matters via a dialectical method of practical rationality. This answer, which I believe to be true, nonetheless marginalizes Socrates' claim, quoted above (Ap., 22e) and implied throughout the quasi-historical dialogues of Plato and Xenophon, to possess a certain expertise in the art of ignorance. Vlastos understands the avowal of Knowledge', pp. 275-88; Brickhouse 14 W.T. Schmid argues for precisely such a discourse-theoretical interpretation of Socratic ethics, claiming that the procedural preconditions of engaging in a dialectical search for truth -such as cooperation, fairness, and the willingness to be refutedcomprise the substantive ethics that emerge out of the recognition that one does not possess certain moral knowledge. Plato's Charmides and the Socratic Ideal of Rationality (Albany, NY, 1998), ch. 4, esp. pp. 73-4.
positive aspects of Socratic ignorance to inhere only in the fact that the disavowal of one criterion of knowledge (absolute certainty) has the effect of elevating another (the capacity of assertions to survive elenchic investigation). The positive character of Socratic ignorance is thus explained entirely in terms of knowledge. What is missing in such a reduction is the recognition of Socrates' deeper and more provocative suggestion that the experience of his ignorance vis-à-vis the highest things is itself conducive to moral enlightenment, regardless of any implications such ignorance might have for revising standards of truth claims.
What has not yet been sufficiently thought through, then, is the full meaning of Socrates' claim to have an understanding about ignorance -an understanding that exceeds the mere recalibration of the proper criteria for assessing assertoric truth claims in moral matters. The problem is not simply that Vlastos' line of investigation has interpreted the positive character of Socratic ignorance solely in terms of criteria of knowledge, but also that those studies that take up other aspects of Socrates' understanding about his ignorance tend to focus exclusively on the negative character of this strange form of wisdom. The negativity can be seen from three different perspectives. Epistemologically, Socrates' insight into his ignorance is said to produce an anti-hubristic recognition that human knowledge is necessarily deficient:
15 that the pretensions to wisdom of the politicians and sophists are without justification and that the only form of ethical understanding available to humans is of a fundamentally imperfect nature.
16 Psychologically, the coming to awareness of one's ignorance is said to be a sobering and disillusioning event in which pre-existing opinions dissolve in the face of confusion and perplexity.
17 Ethically, the recognition that one does not possess an adequate 16 Vlastos ('Socrates' Disavowal of Knowledge') interprets Socrates' recognition of his ignorance to mean that absolute certainty is unattainable in moral investigations and that one must be satisfied with the more limited certainty generated by claims that successfully pass through the elenchus. Reeve (Socrates in the Apology, pp. 37-52) similarly interprets Socrates' profession of ignorance as a challenge to certain moral knowledge.
17 D. Villa, for example, refers to the 'disillusioning political art of Socrates' and describes Socrates' undertaking as 'a consistently deflationary one, consisting in the systematic refutation of others' claims to moral wisdom'. Villa says that Socrates' 'philosophical activity consists essentially in the attempt to disillusion his interlocutors'. Socratic Citizenship (Princeton, 2001) 
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There is something undeniably true about recognizing the negative character of Socrates' wisdom about ignorance, especially as it relates to the pretensions of the politicians, sophists, artists, and all others who spoke with an undeserved confidence and authority.
19 Yet it is incorrect to reduce the profession of ignorance to a strictly negative dynamic whose only function is to deflate, oppose, and empty ungrounded beliefs and ill-considered actions. On epistemological, psychological, and ethical grounds, it can be said that there is a positive dimension to Socrates' knowledge of ignorance. First, Socratic ignorance reinforces and constitutes certain kinds of epistemological aspirations (the possibility of a higher knowledge), even as it quells and dissolves others. In claiming a privileged relationship to ignorance, therefore, Socrates affirms an equally privileged insight into the reality of the very knowledge he understands himself to lack. Second, the case of Socrates clearly demonstrates that the state of mind which accompanies the recognition that one does not possess knowledge of the highest things is not simply the paralysis of perplexity and confusion, but, additionally, the inspirational experiences of wonder (thauma) and love (eros). Thus, the realization of one's ignorance is not an altogether sobering or disillusioning event: one can legitimately speak of a kind of enchantment associated with coming to awareness that one is missing the highest wisdom. Third, there are substantive duties and obligations that emerge out of Socrates' knowledge of his ignorance. While it would be too much to extract a systematic dogma from his repeated invocation of ethical ignorance, a cognizable set of prohibitions and imperatives, grounded on his awareness of his ignorance, can be gleaned from the remarkable events of Socrates' life.
Other studies that have recognized the positive aspects of the Socratic enterprise -its capacity to promote a science of virtue, rivet the mind with a love for truth, and dictate principled action -have usually done so by in some way rejecting or discounting the sincerity of Socrates' profession of his ignorance.
20 In fact, the oldest and most common interpretation of Socratic ignorance is that it is feigned, 21 although recent scholarship has for good reason moved away from this line of thought.
22 Taking Socrates' profession of 20 L. Versényi, for example, argues that the profession of ignorance which usually ends the early Platonic dialogue 'does not mean that dialogues contain nothing positive since, in the first place, there is hardly a dialogue that does not arrive at solutions to the problems discussed. These conclusions are negated at the end merely to prevent the student from uncritically accepting them instead of going through reflection that would make them his own'. Socratic Humanism (New Haven, 1963) In what follows I elaborate each of these three aspects of the positive character of Socratic ignorance. My overall claim is not that the prevailing view of Socrates as the pioneer of a dissolvent, disillusioning, and sobering brand of rationality is incorrect, so much as that this perspective is incomplete. A rationalized morality as pioneered by Socrates may be the engine of an anti-metaphysical disenchantment -one which exposes the received tradition and inherited values as mere myth and contingent social construct -but the idea of morality is itself not free of metaphysical suppositions.
23 Socrates' profession of ignorance traverses both of these elements: at once denying as mythological and illusory non-rational sources of authority, yet at the same time, in its very elevation of reason and the possibility of an objective standard of right, contributing to the new chimera of a universal standard of human excellence and its attendant forms of enchantment. Moreover, as will become clear over the course of the argument, this enchantment -the wonder towards the prospect of a universal objective standard of moral conduct -is itself fraught with ethical possibilities and can itself be shown to provide a basic framework for ethical action in the absence of a direct knowledge of virtue.
Socratic Ignorance as Constitutive of Moral Knowledge
In the early dialogues, we witness the same repeated structure. Socrates searches unsuccessfully for the correct definition of universal virtue, or one of the several virtues, and out of this failure concludes that he is ignorant.
24 Yet it should be realized that the profession of ignorance which emanates from Socrates' investigations is hardly an altogether negative result. For Socrates, ignorance and knowledge, while opposites, are nonetheless necessarily inter- 23 This places me in disagreement with scholars such as Kateb who says that 'there is nothing religious in Socrates' understanding of injustice' ('Socratic Integrity', p. 84), and Villa, who speaks of Socrates' completely 'secular form of conscience' (Socratic Citizenship, p. 41). In my view, the concepts of injustice and conscience can never free themselves entirely of the religious belief in a higher order -a necessity that Socrates implicitly acknowledges by his own appeal to an as-yet-unknown standard of universal human excellence.
24 Dialogues that conclude in the profession of ignorance include: Lysis, 223b4-8; Meno, 71a1-7, 80d1-4; Republic, I. 354a-c; Protagoras, 360e6-361a3; Euthyphro, 15e-16a; Theaetetus, 210c.
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25 Specifically, Socrates suggests that one can be ignorant only of knowledge -an epistemological claim which, if true, would mean that Socrates' profession of his ignorance must be appreciated for the sense in which it defends the reality of certain forms of knowledge and brings this reality to bear upon the lives of his fellow Athenians.
A first step in recognizing the positive, constitutive element of Socratic ignorance is to recall that while Socrates confesses ignorance about many things -craftsmanship and natural science, for example -he professes his ignorance about only one object: 'the highest things' (ta megista), that is, the nature of a universal standard of human virtue. The non-moral topics of which he is ignorant receive only incidental attention. In fact, we have it from Xenophon that Socrates urged his companions to ignore their ignorance about the natural world and to avoid all speculation about the nature of the universe. He claimed that to trouble one's mind with natural phenomena was 'sheer folly' and that anyone who 'meddles with these matters runs the risk of losing his sanity as completely as Anaxagoras'.
26 Similarly, in the Apology, Socrates says it is better that he not bother overcoming his ignorance of craftsmanship and other technical skills, because doing so would make him lose sight of his ignorance vis-à-vis the 'highest things' -and it is better to recognize one is ignorant of the highest things than to lose this awareness in knowledge of the lower ones.
27 Socrates' ignorance is selective: it privileges one kind of unattained knowledge at the expense of others. To come under the sway of Socratic ignorance, therefore, is not simply to find oneself utterly bereft of cognitive content. On the contrary, each kind of ignorance carries with it a reference to a particular kind of knowledge. In professing his ignorance of the highest things, Socrates defends the pursuit of a universal standard of human excellence against the competing concerns of natural science and artisanship.
If the 'highest things' privileged by Socrates were an uncontested entity, whose reality and nature were both clearly established, then Socratic ignorance would be constitutive of a knowledge of the highest things only in the sense that it favoured study of ethics over investigations into the material world. But this does not do proper justice to the moral productivity of Socrates' insistence that he was ignorant about morality. Socrates does not simply rely upon a pre-existing conception of 'the highest things', but himself pioneers a new conception of the highest things as the universal standard of human excellence. A generation after Socrates, with the benefit of hindsight, Aristotle could clearly perceive Socrates' significance as the progenitor of a
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25 The mutual dependence of ignorance and knowledge, and especially of omniscience and nescience, is pursed by A. Martin, The Knowledge of Ignorance: From Genesis to Jules Verne (Cambridge, 1985) . 26 Xenophon, Memorabilia, I, i. 11; IV, vii. 6. 27 Plato, Apology, 22e.
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28
Much is contained in this deceptively simple rendering of Socrates' founding contribution to moral philosophy.
In searching for universal moral definitions, Socrates departed from previous tradition and shaped moral philosophy in at least three important respects. First, by seeking the universal in moral matters, Socrates could make morality the study of right and wrong generally. This is the meaning that morality tends to have today where it refers to a general virtuous quality. But for the pre-Socratic ancient world, there was no concept of virtue in this all-encompassing sense. Rather there were virtues, different ones for different people and different ones for the same people: such as courage, wisdom, temperance, and justice. Against this disparate and multiplicitous conception of virtue, Socrates pioneered the notion of virtue itself: i.e., a universal standard of right and wrong that could be applied to all people in all situations. As he explains in the Meno, he is not interested in the virtue of man, woman, slave, but rather what all these virtues have in common; 29 likewise, he is not interested in discussion of the individual virtues, such as courage or temperance, so much as he is in the general goodness all these virtues, as a consequence of being called virtue, share.
30 Second, if there were such a thing as a universal standard of excellence, it was a matter or course that this generalized conception of morality would predominate over all other values. 31 Vlastos has well described this Socratic principle -in which all competing considerations, including wealth, health, and even life itself are subordinated to the supreme obligation of being good in the universal sense -as the 'Sovereignty of the Good'.
32 Third, the search for universal definitions of virtue meant that virtue could no longer be conceived simply as an instrumental skill or talent. From the pre-Socratic perspective, morality never ceased to be a goodness at this or that; virtue was always the excellence in performing a certain task or goal. To be courageous was to fight well, wisdom was to speak well and persuade 
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33
But for Socrates virtue was reconceived as a quality of soul, referring to a general human excellence rather than to a specific skill at a particular task.
34 The search for the abstract essence of virtue -embodied in Socrates' repeated question 'what is virtue itself?' -was simultaneously the affirmation that the human had an abstract essence, or soul, which had to be cared for and protected from an over-emphasis on the accumulation of mere skills.
It was with good reason, therefore, that Socrates has been credited as the progenitor of moral philosophy.
35 Socrates made ethics into a general quality of goodness, that was to predominate over all other human values, and that had a meaning beyond mere functional excellence so as to refer to a general excellence of soul. This reconfigured conception of ethics is precisely what Socrates has in mind by the 'highest things'. But Socrates never claimed to know this virtue -a disavowal substantiated first and foremost by the fact Socrates wrote nothing, leaving no direct record of this thought. 36 In the Apology, he distinguishes himself from Sophists, such as Evenus, who are reputed to have the wisdom by which to make others fine and good. 37 In the Laches, a dialogue on education, the conversation ends with Socrates turning down an invitation to become the teacher of two youths and with him clarifying the misconception that he actually possesses the ethical knowledge he has just shown the other discussants to lack: 'Well, it would be a terrible thing, Lysimachus, to be unwilling to join in assisting any man to become as good as
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33 It is has been well-argued, however, that Hippias and Protagoras were transitional figures, bridging the gap between the instrumental morality of the ancient world and the transcendent Socratic variant. See, e.g., Versényi, Socratic Humanism, pp. 8-39. Moreover, some Presocratic thinkers -such as Xenophanes and Heraclitus -did have a conception of general moral excellence. See, e.g., Xenophanes' description of the kind of conduct required for 'excellence' (arete) in B1, and Heraclitus' remarks about the nature of the 'best' in B24, 29, 49, and 118. Yet, if there are in fact precursors to Socrates' generalized sense of 'virtue' and 'moral excellence', Socrates nonetheless can be credited as the first to clearly distinguish the demands of justice from what is customarily said or done and from what possesses a merely instrumental value.
34 As Xenophon reports: 'Speaking ability, efficiency in day-to-day affairs, and ingenuity were not the kinds of characteristics he was intent on developing in his friends.' Memorabilia, IV, iii, 1.
35 Aristotle (Magna Moralia, 1182a) claimed that but for Pythagoras, Socrates was the first to 'speak about virtue [arete]' and to make a science out of virtue. Hegel, in his history of philosophy, similarly places Socrates at the very beginning of moral philosophy, writing that 'all succeeding babblers about morality and popular philosophy constituted him their patron and object of adoration, and made him a cloak which should cover all false philosophy'. Lectures on the History of Philosophy, trans. E. Haldane (London, 1962), vol. I, p. 388.
36 During his last days in prison, however, Socrates is said to have written a hymn to Apollo and put some of Aesop's fables to verse. Phaedo, 60c-d. 37 Plato, Apology, 20a-b.
Copyright (c) Imprint Academic 2005 For personal use only --not for reproduction possible. If in the conversations we have just had I had seemed to be knowing and the other two had not, then it would be right to issue a special invitation to me to perform this task; but as the matter stands, we were all in the same difficulty. Why then should anybody choose one of us in preference to another? What I think is that he ought to choose none of us.'
38 Rather than teach, Socrates presents himself as but another student in search of an education. And in the Meno, one of those transitional dialogues likely to contain elements of both an historical and literary Socrates, we have Socrates' starkest denial of ethical knowledge. Disabusing Meno's presumption that Socrates knows any more than he, Socrates says: 'You must think I am singularly fortunate, to know whether virtue can be taught or how it is acquired. The fact is that far from knowing whether it can be taught, I have no idea what virtue is.'
39
From the perspective of the scientific pursuit of virtue, then, Socrates is both founding father and complete failure. He is the progenitor of moral philosophy who nonetheless claims to be utterly dumbfounded about the nature of virtue. Both of these elements -the reality of the new, universalized notion of moral goodness and Socrates' failure to know it -are contained in Socrates' disavowal of moral knowledge. In professing his ignorance about the highest things, therefore, Socrates is actually asserting two things:
1) There is a knowledge of the highest things: an objective standard of universal right. 2) Neither I nor anyone I have met possesses this knowledge. There is an obvious tension, if not outright contradiction, between these two claims. How can Socrates be sure a higher knowledge exists, if no one has ever attained this knowledge? Socrates' profession of ignorance raises the paradox of an 'unknown knowledge': the non-objective commitment to the possibility of objectivity. It is one thing to express the unknown in terms of known quantities, as is done in an algebraic equation. But Socrates lacks a clear criterion for recognizing when the ethical knowledge which he seeks is discovered. This problem was not lost upon his interlocutors. Meno, for example, asks: 'But how will you look for something when you don't in the least know what it is? How on earth are you going to set up something you don't know as the object of your search? To put it another way, even if you come right up against it, how will you know that what you have found is the thing you didn't know?'
40
I do not think that Socrates adequately answers this objection.
41 Socrates is searching for moral knowledge, rather than mere beliefs about morality. Yet his certainty that such knowledge exists -that there is such a thing as a universal standard of human goodness -is itself a form of belief: different, to be sure, from the unjustified beliefs of the sophists who thought they possessed a clear knowledge of human values, yet a belief nonetheless. Socrates has faith that an objective moral knowledge exists -and this faith in morality is disclosed by his very ignorance of its nature.
And, so, while on the most immediate level Socratic ignorance stands for the exposure of belief as belief and as the injection of cool-headed rationality into a pre-existing context of non-reflective conjecture and prejudice, the fact remains that Socratic ignorance is also constitutive of belief: the faith that a universal and objective standard of morality exists and might properly be brought to bear upon humankind. The profession of ignorance is therefore not entirely in the service of disenchantment and disillusion. Complete disenchantment and disillusion would result in the untempered materialism of Thrasymachus or Callicles who altogether reject the concept of a universal moral standard. (Consider the observation of Nietzsche, a modern admirer of Thrasymachus and Callicles, that 'objectivity and justice have nothing to do with each other'.
42 ) Insofar as it insists upon the existence of 'the highest things', an existence that is beyond verification, Socratic ignorance may properly be called an instrument of moral enchantment.
Sting-Ray and Gadfly
In order to further elaborate the positive character of Socratic ignoranceand, specifically, how professing ignorance had the effect of disclosing the very objective moral knowledge Socrates lacked -it is worth repeating the
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41 Certainly the imaginative and profound solution that is offered in the Meno -that all learning is recollection -belongs to Plato, not Socrates, for it depends upon notions of the soul's immortality that are widely understood to indicate the influence of Pythagoras, and not Socrates, upon Plato. See, e.g., Penner, 'Socrates and the Early Dialogues', p. 125. The most common modern solution to this so-called 'Meno's paradox' is to reject it for being facile and superficial, and for resting on mere word-play rather than actual epistemological difficulties. See, e.g., P. Shorey, What Plato Said (Chicago, 1933) Copyright (c) Imprint Academic 2005 For personal use only --not for reproduction two claims contained within Socrates' disavowal of knowledge of the highest things: 1) 'there is a higher knowledge of the most important things, namely virtue and general human excellence', and 2) 'Neither I nor anyone I have met possesses this knowledge'. Holding these two claims simultaneously placed Socrates into conscientious conflict with two different constituencies. The first and most familiar challenge was presented by all those who presumed to have a knowledge of the highest things: the sophists and politicians, who believed themselves to be wise, and also the artists and craftsmen whose real technical skill led to an undue confidence in their knowledge about the most important, ethical matters. It is against these people that the paralyzing function of the Socratic elenchus shows its true worth. Through conversing with Socrates about questions of virtue, the conversant comes to recognize and accept that there is more complexity to the question than he had realized and that, consequently, he is not as wise about such matters as he had believed himself to be. It is this role that those who have noted the dissolvent and disillusioning function of Socratic philosophy tend to emphasize.
43
But the other, less prominent obstacle is the belief that there is no such knowledge of the kind that Socrates claims he is looking for. This attitude of indifference towards and disbelief in the highest things was not the primary target of Socrates' conversations as they are portrayed in most of the Platonic dialogues, only because these dialogues were a relatively elite affair, occurring between cultured gentlemen already interested in theories of human excellence. To deny the very existence of the highest things for which Socrates searched, and, thus, to invalidate the entire Socratic project on the grounds of its futility, was a complaint much more likely to be made by the uneducated who figure little in the dialogues or within the rare and remarkable anti-philosophical diatribes of Callicles, Thrasymachus, and Hippias. Nonetheless, near the end of the Apology, which of course was Socrates' defence speech before an angry, unphilosophical mass, Socrates identifies his quest for ethical knowledge as a quest to awaken the Athenian people from their slumber of thoughtlessness. Even if he could be acquitted of the charges against him on the condition of ceasing to philosophize, Socrates says he would refuse, for 'I shall not cease to practise philosophy, to exhort and in my usual way to point out to any one of you whom I happen to meet: Good Sir, you are an Athenian, a citizen of the greatest city with greatest reputation for both wisdom and power; are you not ashamed of your eagerness to possess as much wealth, reputation and honours as possible, while you do not care for nor give thought to wisdom or truth, or the best possible state of your soul'.
44 If Socrates is likened to a sting-ray for the paralysis he brings upon those who had thought they knew about the highest things, he is described in quite opposite terms as a gadfly, who rouses a sleepy horse to consciousness, for this second role of bringing the very question of ethics into the lives of those who had previously given no thought whatsoever to the nature of human excellence.
45
It is against this second group, the morally indifferent and apathetic, that Socrates' knowledge of his ignorance can most easily be appreciated as a positive force. Here to know one's ignorance is to affirm the reality of the thing about which one is ignorant. Socrates' invitation to accept one's ignorance about wisdom and virtue is an invitation to realize that such concepts have meaning and are worthy of pursuit. Socrates expands the horizon of previously conceived ethics through claiming ignorance of the new morality he pioneers. He affirms the reality of a universal moral standard through the very gesture of his failure to understand it.
Socrates is both sting-ray and gadfly, therefore, because his faith in an unknown moral knowledge drew him into two very different forms of struggle. 46 Against those who claimed to know the highest things, Socrates stuns and paralyzes, draining the hubristic of their pretensions. Against the soporific and unreflective mass, Socrates is instigator and inciter: bringing a newly fashioned, universal conception of morality to bear upon the Athenian populace. Both of these postures are contained in the postulate of an unknown knowledge of the highest things.
The Passions of Ignorance: Perplexity, Wonder, Love
Sigmund Freud, no doubt influenced by the case of Socrates, recognized just this dynamic of believing in the existence of unknown knowledge as the quintessential form of philosophical thinking, but, at the same time, also saw it as partaking in the same general structure as a paranoid delusion. 47 Freud's
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44 Apology, 29d-e, trans. Grube, p. 32. 45 Xenophon similarly distinguishes between two effects of Socratic ignorance: a negative, paralyzing effect upon the pretensions of the would-be wise, and an inspiring, motivating effect upon private companions to pursue goodness and virtue. Memorabilia I, ii. 2-3, I, ii. 18, I.iv,1.
46 Here I depart from the interpretation of Arendt ('Thinking and Moral Considerations', p. 23) and more recently Villa (Socratic Citizenship, p. 20) that the sting-ray and gadfly refer to the single and same act of thinking -which to the outside observer appears like paralysis, but to the thinker himself is experienced as the height of stimulation and wakefulness. I have no doubt that this interpretation is a good one, but I think the opposing images of sting-ray and gadfly refer also to the two different social struggles initiated by Socrates' profession of ignorance. 
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For personal use only --not for reproduction observation at once condemns Socrates' belief in the reality of unobserved 'knowledge of the highest things' as the symptom of an illness, yet, by linking such delusion to philosophy itself, also offers a way of making amends with the unification of Socrates' two seemingly conflicting claims. If the purely scientific perspective can satisfy itself entirely with the small and particular observations of single experiments, dismissing as unscientific all grand theories which unite the findings of numerous experiments into a coherent whole, philosophy stems from precisely this urge to find meaning through articulating large and comprehensive views. The problem with such grand theories, of course, is that the arrival of new knowledge has a habit of making them appear incorrect, obsolete, or simply foolish:
Philosophy is not opposed to science, it behaves like a science and works in part by the same methods; it departs from it, however, by clinging to the illusion of being able to present a picture of the universe which is without gaps and is coherent, though one which is bound to collapse with every fresh advance in our knowledge. It goes astray in its method by over-estimating the epistemological value of our logical operations and by accepting other sources of knowledge such as intuition.
48
But what Freud suggests is that anyone who, in the face of these obstacles, continues to believe that the intelligibility of the world consists in more than a mere aggregation of minute observations, and therefore searches for a yet unrealized comprehensive explanation by which to make sense of an otherwise meaningless flow of isolated events, would be following in the Socratic tradition of committing oneself to unknown knowledge of the highest things.
We do not have to accept Freud's latent suggestion that philosophy is a form of madness to recognize that a knowledge of ignorance can be powerfully productive of energized subjective states. To be aware that one does not possess a higher form of wisdom is not, as some have claimed, merely an emptying and deflationary device that quells passion and de-motivates action. 49 The intuition of a missing wisdom is also a psychic stimulant which generates passion and enthusiasm.
The subjective state most commonly associated with Socrates' knowledge of his ignorance -the one which receives most attention within contemporary scholarship and has most basis within the ancient texts -is aporia: that is, puzzlement, confusion, perplexity, the experience of being at a loss. As it is employed in the Platonic dialogues, aporia refers to the inability to understand something which can be understood or at least something widely believed to be capable of comprehension. It is the subjective state that results when someone who thinks he knows something is suddenly made to realize that he in fact does not. Therefore, aporia is most properly linked to the negative aspect of Socrates' profession of ignorance: its capacity to drain interlocutors of their epistemic pretensions. Ion suffers aporia as to why he can only speak well about Homer and not other poets, at first thinking it was due to special art or knowledge.
50 Something similar happens to Euthyphro's effort to defend his alleged knowledge of piety, as the negative force of the Socratic elenchus leads Euthyphro to exclaim: 'Now, Socrates, I simply don't know how to tell you what I think. Somehow everything that we put forward keeps moving us in a circle, and nothing will stay where we put it.'
51 This exasperation at no longer knowing what one thought one knew is repeated by Laches who is driven to anger by his inability to articulate what he had thought was his expertise regarding courage: 'I am getting really annoyed at being unable to express what I think in this fashion of talking. I still think I know what courage is, but I can't understand how it has escaped me just now so that I can't pin it down in words and say what it is.'
52 There are of course many more examples of Socrates' reduction of others to a state of aporia; 53 and, in the Apology, Socrates goes so far as to say that it is this engendering of a state of confusion and perplexity in his interlocutors that is the real source of the charges against him.
54
Socrates' defence against the anger and frustration of those whom he confounded was always that he was subject to the very same state of aporia. As he explains in the Meno, 'It isn't that, knowing the answers myself, I perplex other people. The truth is rather that I infect them also with the perplexity I feel myself'.
55 While it is clearly the case that Socrates did not possess the knowledge he demonstrated others to lack, there is something unsatisfying about equating Socratic perplexity with that of his most hostile interlocutors. The main difference lies in the fact that Socrates never seems to have been distressed or wounded by the recognition that he did not know. His prevailing mood, by all accounts a profoundly cheerful and equanimous one, appears to have suffered not at all from the pains of ignorance.
56 One likely reason for this difference is that whereas most of the interlocutors had to witness their 
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For personal use only --not for reproduction privileged dogmas evaporate in the face of the Socratic elenchus, Socrates himself, bereft of any explicit teaching, lost little in the recognition that he did not in fact have knowledge of the highest things. Having never claimed to understand virtue in the first place, and having never met anyone who did, ignorance for Socrates could be experienced optimistically as a point of departure, as a clarion call for future thought and exploration, rather than as an unseemly terminus for false wisdom.
In fact, the negative concept of aporia -the confusion and perplexity felt in regard to something one could, should, or used to know -is insufficient to adequately describe both the intensity and the positive character of the subjective state associated with Socrates' disavowal of knowledge. In addition to aporia, Socrates' knowledge of his ignorance is also constitutive of thauma, or wonder. Socrates makes the connection between ignorance and wonder in the Theaetetus, a dialogue which extols the educational and social benefits of maintaining and tolerating a sense of one's ignorance, with the famous remark that wonder is the origin of philosophy. 57 We can distinguish thauma from aporia in the following respect: whereas aporia is a general kind of perplexity or puzzlement that refers to any kind of confusion, regardless of its object, thauma is the sense of amazement that is felt in the intuition that there is a greater purpose and order than can be grasped or understood. This greater purpose may refer to a yet-undisclosed objective order operating within the universe or, what appears more likely in Socrates' case, to a rational potential embedded in human speech and speech inquiry. But in either case, what arouses wonder is neither the completely intelligible (as in a mathematical problem that has been correctly understood) nor what partakes not at all in intelligibility (as in the Deist's God), but what exists between the two: what is not understood but nonetheless gives the powerfully strong impression that it is capable of being so. The term Kant used to express his wonder towards the beauty of nature -'purposeless purposiveness', i.e. the experience of the presence of a purpose without any further understanding of its content -is in fact a decent proxy for the structure of all wonder. 58 And it has been well argued that the difference between the two means that aporia always contains the hope of being overcome through knowledge, whereas wonder is the sheer amazement at an order that may never be properly understood.
59
Socrates' perplexity can be characterized additionally as wonder both because of the grandeur of its object -the universal moral standard -and because of the sense in which this object remains inaccessible despite Socrates' best efforts. The topics which aroused Socrates' investigations were always 'the highest things', and although he was certain that no one had as yet unlocked their nature, he never despaired that they might someday somehow be known. 60 The recognition that no one possessed a knowledge of universal virtue could have led Socrates to conclude that no such knowledge and no such virtue existed. Yet, as we have seen, in professing his ignorance of virtue, Socrates attests to the reality of the universal ethical knowledge he lacks. This faith, the wondrous premise of an objective and all embracing standard of human excellence, is both the object of his search, yet at the same time the precondition of it. And so while in most cases it would be proper to separate aporia from thauma, in the case of Socrates, and perhaps that of any genuine philosopher, the two come together. His quest for unprecedented ethical knowledge combines the confusion of perplexity with the inspiration and amazement borne from the intuition of a higher order by which human conduct might objectively be judged.
In order to further understand the nature of this wonder born from the profession of ignorance, it is worth noting that the one great exception to Socrates' disavowal of knowledge was his repeated claim to be knowledgeable about love (eros).
61 Given the Platonic/Socratic conception of eros, this claim is less audacious than it might at first seem. According to the theory of eros outlined in Plato's Symposium, love arises neither from complete possession of an object nor from complete obliviousness towards it, but rather from the unsettling and stimulating awareness that one does not hold something that one values. Described as the child of resource (poros) and poverty (penia), eros is the passionate energy that is produced when one recognizes that one lacks something good. The Symposium includes a description of a personified incarnation of love. Among his numerous traits, this personified love is said to be 'a philosopher' and someone who is 'resourceful in his pursuit of intelligence'. Moreover, in loving wisdom, it is said of this personified love that 'he is between wisdom and ignorance': since a fully wise person would be wise rather than love wisdom, and a completely ignorant person would have no
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60 That Socrates did not despair that objective moral knowledge was unattainable does not mean that he unambiguously asserted such knowledge could in fact be attained. What we have, rather, is a profound ambivalence between, on the one hand, Socrates' claim that human wisdom is necessarily deficient and inherently unable to access the highest things (see, e.g., Plato's Apology, 23a-b) and, on the other hand, Socrates' lifelong pursuit of ethical knowledge (especially in dialogues such as the Meno, where the question 'what is universal virtue?' is explicitly asked and investigated) which would appear to imply a faith in the attainability of such knowledge. The ambivalence can be resolved to some extent if it is said that Socrates' profession of ignorance involves merely the possibility, and not the certainty or confident faith, that such knowledge could someday be attained.
61 See, e.g., Symposium, 177d-e: 'I cannot see how I might refuse to speak on the subject of love, seeing that I claim to have no knowledge at all other than that of matters concerning love [ta erotika].' Also see, Symposium, 212b5-6; Charmides, 155d-e; Lysis, 204b5-c2; Phaedrus, 257; Theages, 128b1-4; Xenophon, Memorabilia, II, vi. 28.
relationship to wisdom at all. And so the connection between love and philosophy is twofold. Both share the same general structure of combining an absence and a presence, or an awareness that something important is missing. And, second, it is said of love specifically that he is himself a philosopher: 'It follows that Love must be a lover of wisdom and, as such, is in between being wise and ignorant.'
62
When Socrates claims to have knowledge of love, therefore, he is not refuting his profession of ignorance so much as reiterating it. As someone wise in matters of love, Socrates does not possess knowledge, but rather only the sense that knowledge is missing. And it is this feeling of lack which instils Socrates (and other lovers) with passion and inspires him to find what he does not have. The important point for our purposes is that a positive subjective state -the philosophical passion for true wisdom -is released and given its distinctive, dialectical form by Socrates' profession of ignorance. It is not the case, therefore, that in disavowing knowledge, Socrates is taking on the ataraxia or epoche of the ancient sceptics. Socrates' fixation on his ignorance did not stand for the eradication of passion in the name of reason, but rather the substitution of some passions for others. In quelling the passion for seeming to know, Socrates propagated the new enthusiasm of wonder at an unknown ethical order and the resulting ardour to bring this new order to light.
The Acts of Ignorance (or the Ethics of Wonder)
Socrates' profession of ignorance was more than the mere absence or negation of knowledge, but was positive in the sense that it constituted a new conception of universal morality and produced a sense of wonder and philosophical passion. And, so, at the very least, the profession of the philosopher -its necessity and attractiveness -arises from the profession of ignorance. What remains to be discussed is how this double profession of ignorance and philosophy was also productive of virtuous action. To be sure, on the most basic and explicit level, Socrates' admission that he does not possess an understanding about virtue, when combined with the doctrine that virtue is knowledge, must be seen as an admission that he has not attained the highest standards of morality. But there are good reasons for moving beyond this simple rendering of Socrates' relationship to virtue. The most important of these is that it is well established in the texts that Socrates considers himself a virtuous person -or at least more virtuous than most others.
63 Numerous 62 Symposium, 203c-204b. 63 In the Gorgias, 522d, for example, Socrates says he will face the last judgment confident 'he has never wronged man or god in word or deed'. And in the Apology, 37b3-4, Socrates says he is convinced 'he does no wrong to anyone'. Also see, Apology, 30c6-d1, 34e3-35a1, 36b9-c1, 36d1-3, 36d9-e1, 37a5-6, 37b2-4, 41c8-d2; Gorgias, 521b4-6; and Phaedo, 118a, where Socrates is described, upon his death, as 'the best of
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For personal use only --not for reproduction scholars, trying to reconcile the Socratic doctrine that virtue is knowledge with Socrates' profession of his ignorance and his simultaneous belief in his own goodness, have persuasively argued that Socrates, although unable to claim complete virtue, is still less unvirtuous than those who are unaware of their ignorance. 64 In the Apology, Socrates clearly calls for conceiving of virtue as a matter of degree. He admits his own ignorance, but distinguishes it from 'the most blameworthy kind of ignorance [eponeidistos amathia]', 65 of thinking one knows what in fact one does not know. Socrates thus acknowledges for himself a limited kind of superiority, what he calls 'human wisdom', which is precisely his awareness that he does not possess the superhuman wisdom, or knowledge of the nature of virtue, that is inappropriately claimed by the sophists, politicians, artists, craftsmen, and no doubt many others.
What is usually left out of the scholarly account, however, is the precise way in which Socrates is more virtuous than those with pretensions to a complete wisdom. It is one thing to state that Socrates is relatively more virtuous, quite another to describe the ethical substance (i.e. the behaviours and actions) that constitutes this superiority. 66 Part of what obstructs the effort to concretize Socratic virtue is the long-standing prejudice that whatever virtue Socrates possesses must be of an intellectual and purely theoretical nature. Aristotle criticizes Socrates on this very basis: claiming that Socrates preferred to know the nature of goodness rather than how to be good and that, accordingly, Socratic moral philosophy misses out on the foundational importance of ethos and habit to moral life. 67 Of the many problems with this interpretation the most serious is that Socrates never claimed to possess ethical knowledge: therefore, if we want to speak about Socrates' relative virtue, and Aristotle himself suggests that he understood Socrates to be an especially virtuous man, 68 we must find the substance of this relative virtue not in the episteme or doctrine for which Socrates unsuccessfully searches, but rather in the ethos and actual behaviours that arise from the perpetual quest for objective moral knowledge.
I have already referred to wonder vis-à-vis the possibility of a universal moral standard and the philosophic passion to discover this standard as two such positive consequences that emerge from a negative relationship to knowledge. Yet my discussion of wonder thus far has been limited to the interior world of the psyche and has not addressed the key question of what actions, obligations, and concrete commitments emerge out of the wondrous recognition that one is missing knowledge of the highest things. Of course, that wonder does contain an ethical function, that it is conducive to engendering good individuals and a good city, is the clear if unelaborated suggestion that runs throughout the Socratic dialogues. People react differently to the infection of wonder and amazement via their contact with Socrates. Protagoras is ashamed when he realizes that the nature of virtue is more puzzling than he had thought. 69 Laches gets annoyed once he no longer can define courage. 70 Euthyphro walks away when he is faced with perplexity, induced by Socrates, over the meaning of piety.
71 Despite this diversity of reactions, however, the clear message of the Platonic dialogues is that the admission and acceptance of one's ignorance is a morally noble act, while repressing knowledge of one's ignorance is strongly linked to a failure in ethics. In general, those who admit and accept their perplexity vis-à-vis the highest things tend to be positively portrayed in the dialogues, whereas those who refuse to accept it are often the greatest criminals and tyrants of Athenian society. For instance, Euthyphro, who I have just mentioned as someone who ultimately walks away in denial of his perplexity rather than remaining with Socrates to investigate it in conversation, is on his way to bring dubious murder charges against his own father. Similarly, in the Charmides, Critias, who will go on to become the tyrannical leader of the Thirty, overseeing a reign of terror, is described as being unable to admit the perplexity Socrates has aroused about the nature of temperance: 'Since his consistently high reputation made him feel ashamed in the eyes of the company and he did not wish to admit to me that he was incapable of dealing with the question I had asked him, he said nothing clear but concealed his predicament.'
72 The implication, from Plato at least, is that Critias' inability to admit his ignorance about the nature of a certain virtue, his failure to publicize his sense of perplexity, is a moral failing.
If the Euthyphro and the Critias suggest that the repression of one's perplexity about the nature of virtue indicates moral corruption, other dialogues provide the corollary: that an awareness of one's ignorance in the form of wonder marks an ethical advance. In the Theaetetus, a dialogue about the nature of knowledge, Theaetetus says about himself what we have been saying about Socrates: that he is ignorant about the topic under discussion and that this has produced in him a sense of wonder.
73 At the end of the rather lengthy dialogue, Theaetetus is left with the feeling that all the ideas he and Socrates have expressed about knowledge are but 'mere windbags and not worth rearing' to further development. Socrates is in agreement about the ultimate fruitlessness of their efforts to discover the nature of knowledge, but he ends the dialogue by insisting that the recognition of this very fruitlessnessTheaetetus' awareness that he does not know what knowledge is and his attendant sense of wonder -is in fact valuable. Socrates tells Theaetetus that this awareness of his ignorance not only will facilitate future efforts to generate worthwhile thoughts, but, even if Theaetetus never produces thoughts again, the conscious experience of his ignorance will serve him well on moral grounds: 'If you remain barren, you will be gentler and more agreeable to your companions, having the good sense not to imagine you know what you do not know.' 74 This moral interpretation of self-aware ignorance and perplexity is echoed in the Sophist, where the Stranger says that the act of being refuted and forced to face one's ignorance 'produces the most lasting good effect on the person who is the subject of the operation'.
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I have still not addressed the key question of what kind of concrete behaviours and commitments might be fostered by a sense of wonder vis-à-vis the highest things. If the Platonic dialogues clearly moralize the capacity to sustain confusion, admit perplexity, and cultivate amazement at the notion of a universal ethical standard, the content of such a morality of wonder still needs to be clarified. The question remains, therefore: besides the duty to philosophize, what are the actions, obligations, and concrete commitments that emerge out of a recognition that one is missing knowledge of the highest 
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For personal use only --not for reproduction things? What is the provisional morality that arises when one recognizes one does not possess knowledge of the true morality? Such a provisional code would not be provisional if it provided absolute and certain answers, yet this does not change the fact that Socrates' profession of ignorance is sufficiently positive so as to guide and direct his action in at least two important respects.
The first of these is a prohibition on bringing high-minded, metaphysically-grounded charges against others. Although he does not say so explicitly, it is clear that Socrates' awareness of his ignorance about the nature of virtue prevented him from engaging in aggressive persecution of others for being unvirtuous. This seems to be the implicit message of the Euthyphro, in which the recognition that neither Socrates nor Euthyphro can define the nature of piety places Euthyphro's prosecution of his father for the crime of impiety in an even more morally dubious light. Someone who knew his ignorance, as Socrates did, would be incapable of bringing charges of impiety against another person, and still less able to sentence another person to death on such a basis. In other words, the event of Socrates' own trial and execution would be prohibited by a proper awareness of ignorance towards the highest things. Moderation and toleration towards others would be the inevitable result of truly knowing that one does not know the good, virtue, piety, and so forth.
But second, at the same time that an awareness of ignorance would prevent the persecution of others for religious and moral offences, it would also lead those who suffered from such abuse to accept it and not flee death as the worst of fates. This, at least, is the argument that Socrates makes in the Apology in a brief but enlightening remark: 'To fear death, gentlemen, is nothing but to seem to be wise when you are not', since 'it is to think you know what you do not know'.
76 To fear death is to fall into the trap of false wisdom, since fearing death implies that one knows it is a bad thing, which it may or may not be. As hard as it is to stomach on emotional grounds, such an argument makes perfect sense. Death is an unknown, and someone who admitted this agnosticism would be less likely to flee from death and, consequently, more likely to be courageous.
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Taken together, the vices that are avoided by knowledge of ignorance are the twin vices of inflicting and fleeing from death. Death ought not be inflicted upon others (at least for abstract moral notions such as irreligion and impiety) since one does not possess the certainty about such matters required for something as final as the infliction of death. Similarly, one ought not escape death at all costs, for its real value is a mystery. And, in fact, a brief catalogue of the defining moments of Socrates' own life supports the conclusion that it was a refusal to flee from death or inflict death that unites the And, so, a final sense in which we can speak of the positive character of Socrates' profession of ignorance -its capacity to be something more than the mere absence or negation of knowledge -is the sense in which it is productive of virtuous action. There is a long tradition which denies this possibility, however. As has been said, Aristotle's main critique of Socrates is that he is not even interested in action: that he would rather know the nature of goodness than how to be good. Within the Platonic dialogues, both Callicles and Hippias similarly accuse Socrates of profound indifference to human affairs and find his philosophic search for unknown knowledge a pathetic substitute for a life of action within the law courts and assembly.
86 In modern times, Hegel and then Kierkegaard appeal to the 'infinite absolute negativity' of the Socratic enterprise and Nietzsche finds in Socrates the pivot-point in Western history, the point at which the long descent toward nihilism unceremoniously begins. But as we have just seen, a knowledge of ignorance encouraged Socrates to withstand despotism, defend his city bravely from attack, uphold norms of legality in times of upheaval, and meet his own end with cheerfulness and aplomb. Socrates' very failure to attain moral episteme dictated a moral ethos.
Conclusion
Clearly, the paradox of Socrates' claim to be knowledgeable about ignorance is a complex phenomenon that can be approached and analyzed from numerous perspectives. My own contribution to this question has been guided by a concern to think through some of the epistemological, psychological, and ethical consequences of Socrates' self-understanding as someone who does not possess knowledge of a universal standard by which human conduct might be rightfully judged. And my most basic conclusion has been that Socrates' profession of ignorance is more than the absence or negation of knowledge, but additionally a positive and constitutive endeavour. The reality of universal morality, the passions of wonder and eros, and the twin prohibitions on inflicting and fleeing from death are called forth by an awareness that one does not have knowledge of the highest things.
The significance of such a conclusion would be that it indicates an inter-penetration between morality and wonder. This inter-penetration can be seen from two perspectives. On the one hand, morality is an object of wonder. The prospect of an as-yet unknown knowledge of the highest things is a source of awe which distracts Socrates from the everyday concerns of domestic and political life. Although it is true that Socrates relies on the prospect of such a standard to deflate the epistemological pretensions of the sophists, it would be an oversight of the awe-inspiring aspect of universal morality to reduce it, as some commentators have done, to a device of disenchantment. Socratic ignorance does have this deflationary function, but it also contains elements that are enchanting, creative, and unverifiable. This double potential of Socratic ignorance -its capacity to be an engine of both disenchantment and enchantment -is identical to the double potential inherent in the very idea of an objective moral standard by which all human activity and customs might be held accountable. Such a standard deflates confidence in the hitherto unreflective norms of propriety and collective action, yet, in its very effort to rise above the contingency of tradition and culture, itself depends on a non-reflective moment of faith, unverifiable intuition, or divine inspirationa moment in which it is decided, without sufficient evidence, that a universal standard of morality, whatever its features, exists and may possibly be brought to bear upon humankind. This metaphysical remainder, which is inherent in the practice of moral philosophy, is covered over by philosophies that purport to offer final solutions regarding duties and obligations. With Socrates, the profession of ignorance about moral obligation reminds us, by its very positivity, of the mystical residue that, although part of moral philosophy, remains impervious to even the brightest, most rationalized moral light.
On the other hand, not only is morality an object of wonder, but wonder is moralized by Socrates' profession of ignorance. In maintaining a thick sense of wonder vis-à-vis the universal moral standard, Socrates carves out for himself a set of ethical commitments that distinguishes him both from the hubris of the sophists (those who think they already know the nature of the highest things) and apathy and indifference of the masses (those without any concept of the highest things). Awestruck at the prospect of a universal morality, Socrates avoids both the dogmatism of thinking he knows the nature of such a morality and the scepticism of despairing that such a morality does not in fact exist. Existing between these two poles (dogmatic hubris and sceptical indifference), Socratic wonder results not only in the duty to philosophize (to discover the as-yet unknown knowledge of the highest things), but in additional ethical commitments. First among these is the duty of tolerance: i.e., the refusal to persecute others on charges that presuppose a knowledge of the highest things, as in indictments for impiety. Moreover, I have tried to argue that when extended to the meaning of death, Socratic wonder results in the twin injunctions against fleeing from death and imposing death upon others. When taken together this collection of duties borne from wonder -philosophy, tolerance, the refusal to kill, and courage in the face of death -not only encompass the very commitments which have earned Socrates ethical praise over the millennia, but they point to the possibility of grounding liberal values not in reason, but in ignorance and the wonder engendered from knowing such an ignorance.
